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15+ Years of 

Industry Leadership

500+ Clients

and 5,000 + Users

100+ Game Enthusiasts

30+ Nationalities
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Market Analysis & Consulting

Discover games market 

sizing, forecasts, and trends 

on a global and local level.

Unlock title-level 

engagement and revenue 

data for thousands of PC and 

console games.

Explore the global gamer 

audiences across all 

dimensions with the largest 

gamer research study.

Track brand health and 

purchase funnel data over 

time for hundreds of games.

GAMER RESEARCHGAMES DATA MARKET ANALYSIS & CONSULTING

+ custom gamer research, designed just for you + consulting & analyst services

The entire games market, at your 

fingertips.
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-4.2% YoY

-16.7% YoY

-6.4% YoY

+1.8% YoY

2022 Global Games Market | Per segment with year-on-year growth rates
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YoY

-4.3%

2022 Total

2022’s games market will 

likely exhibit a slight 

slowdown of growth, partly 

because of:

• Ongoing supply chain 

constraints;

• Easing of restrictions across 

the globe;

• Game launches pushed into 

2023;

• Pressure of inflation on 

discretionary spending.

The primary driver of this 

decline worldwide is , 

which will generate revenues 

of $92.2 billion this year.

Mobile’s low barrier to entry 

(compared to PC and console 

gaming) is also a lower barrier 

to exit.

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023
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-4.0% YoY

-20.0% YoY

-4.8% YoY

+2.3% YoY

2022 Australian & New Zealand Games Market | Per segment with year-on-year growth rates
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YoY

-3.6%

2022 Total

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023

Australia and New Zealand’s 

combined games market just 

slightly outperformed the 

global market.

Part of that is due to a 

relatively smaller share of 

revenues generated through 

mobile, the segment most 

impacted by the post-COVID 

correction.

Spending on PC and console 

games was more resilient to 

the headwinds facing the 

global markets.
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Total Market CAGR

2022-2025

Global Games Market Revenues | Forecasts toward 2025
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2019 2020 2021 2022F 2025F

Total Market CAGR

2019 - 2021

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023
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New Zealand Market CAGR

2019-2025

Australia & New Zealand Games Market Revenues | Forecasts toward 2025
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2019 2020 2021 2022F 2025F

Australia Market CAGR

2019 - 2025

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023

Global Market CAGR

2019-2025
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+4.5% YoY

+5.0% YoY

+3.4% YoY

of global players are in

, and the

region still houses some

of the fastest-growing

markets worldwide

Definition of players: anyone who has

played games on PC, console, or

mobile device in the last six months.
+2.5% YoY

+8.3% YoY

Per Region With Year-on-Year Growth Rates
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YoY

+4.9%

2022 Total

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023
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Owning equipment is a key part of the 

gaming experience; we distinguish 

gamers by how much they spend on 

PC’s, consoles, peripherals and other 

kit. 

Gamers are increasingly becoming 

seen as social now. Our segmentation 

looks at participation in communities, 

how players discuss and keep up to 

date with gaming, and how social 

features impact their play

People play games in very different 

ways, so we distinguish gamers 

based on several questions about 

how playing games impacts their 

daily lives.

Viewing gaming content in different 

ways contributes to different gaming 

identities: we distinguish viewers 

based on how they watch, how often, 

and so on.

Do they see themselves as 

gamers? How much do they care 

about the world of ‘gaming’?

What needs are they trying to 

meet when they buy gaming kit? 

What does the community of 

gaming mean to them? How do 

they contribute?

What are they looking for when 

they are viewing game content?
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Older generations are more likely to be Time Fillers, while younger generations are more likely to be Game Fans
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Base: Game Enthusiasts 
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All-Round Enthusiasts
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Backseat Viewers

Popcorn Gamers

Time Fillers

Source: Newzoo CI Games & Esports 2022 (Global weighted average across 36 markets)

Q. Newzoo’s Gamer Segmentation™ [Note: The Mainstream gamer was formerly called The Bargain Buyer / The Solo gamer was formerly called the Hardware Enthusiasts]

Base: Total Game Enthusiasts (n=61,586), Generation Alpha (n=3,471), Gen Z (n=23,574), Millennials (n=20,436), Gen X (n=10,168), Baby Boomers* (n=3,937)

The days of a one-size fits all 

gamer are over. Now, what it 

means to be a “gamer” is 

more multi-dimensional.

With forms of gaming 

engagement rapidly 

expanding, the importance of 

understanding the nuances 

between gaming personas 

becomes greater. Even 

among a single generation, 

motivations and engagement 

with games can vary from 

more traditional playing to 

watching game content, 

esports, or even fulfilling a 

sense of community. 
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Australia’s and New Zealand’s game enthusiasts much prefer playing over viewing and socializing, even if just to fill time
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Base: Game Enthusiasts 
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Source: Newzoo CI Games & Esports 2022 (Global weighted average across 36 markets)

Q. Newzoo’s Gamer Segmentation™

Total Game Enthusiasts (n=61,586)

Differences are massive 

between markets as well. The 

makeup of Australia and New 

Zealand’s population of game 

enthusiasts much differs from 

the global population.

To note, in both markets, the 

group of Game Fans is much 

larger to the global average, 

as is the group of Time 

Fillers. 

In contrast, the group of 

Game Viewers is much 

smaller than the global 

average, indicating both 

markets have a lower-than-

average interest in game 

video content.
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Broadly, the changes can be sorted into two main categories 
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▪ Re-normalization / slowdown post-COVID

▪ Privacy measures disrupt mobile

▪ A likely recession - what happens to gaming?

▪ Slowdown in M&A and game funding

▪ Shift in focus from growth to profitability

▪ The large-scale transition to live-services and “forever” franchises 

▪ The “hybridization” of monetization (incl. advertising)

▪ The solidification of “walled gardens” in both East and West

▪ The impact of regulators disrupting the games business

▪ New, digitally native generations of gamers coming up

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023
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Post-COVID playtime numbers are dropping, returning to a familiar level as gamers play fewer titles and game less overall
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▪ The largest change is the shift of the top bracket of hardcore players 

who previously broke 1,000 hours in 2021 (on a single platform), 

decreasing by 37% year-over-year in 2022.

▪ but a re-correction to similar numbers to what 

we saw in the years before the pandemic. 

▪ In 2023, we expect similar playtime engagement levels across the 

major platforms. 

The silver lining is 2023 should be packed with top games across many 

genres and on every platform.

PC (Steam), Xbox, PS  |  37 Markets  |  2021, 2022

Note: all metrics based on single-platform behavior and does not reflect playtime totals of players that play across multiple platforms

-37%
-11%

+8%+18%

+20%

+18%

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Performance Monitor | March 2023
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And the downstream effects it will have on how young gaming companies operate

20

Source: Konvoy Ventures NewsletterSource: Drake Star Global Gaming Report 2022
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Expect fewer new, big releases in favor of companies extending the lifespan of existing franchises

21

Live-service games dominate the games

market. Ranked by average MAU in 2022, eight

out of the top 10 games were released before

2022, including Fortnite, Minecraft, and

ROBLOX.

The increased expectations for high-quality

and continuous content puts more pressure on

game development.

To manage risk,

However, developers and publishers are taking

this one step further:

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Performance Monitor | March 2023
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2022F 4.4%

2025F 5.2%

• Subscriptions like Xbox Game Pass and revamped PlayStation Plus are another vital part of the mix.

• Xbox combines both strategies in its PC Game Pass initiative.

• Sony and Nintendo rely more on their games business compared to Microsoft. Unlike Xbox, they

cannot offer its first-party content on a subscription service on day one as neither can sustain its

business through other revenue streams

• Ubisoft+ is available via PlayStation Plus, and EA Play is on Game Pass Ultimate.

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023
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Developers are expanding their franchises to increase total addressable market, but mobile developers’ monetization 

expertise might see them rapidly claim market share 

23

Crash Bandicoot: On the Run!  2021 Call of Duty: Mobile, 2019

League of Legends: Wild Rift, 2021 Diablo Immortal, 2021

Expand addressable market for core franchises

Genshin Impact

Studios opened for cross-platform games

Disney Dreamlight Valley by Gameloft

Bring performance marketing expertise to new frontier for 

free-to-play games

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023
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There are three key components of a viable content fortress: a strong content portfolio, a large userbase, and an effective 

underlying advertising technology

24

Facebook is strengthening its game content 

portfolio via its platform and 

its various (bought) , including the 

recently acquired .

Reinforced by the userbases of

and , Facebook (

* ) has a massive suite of 

first-party user, historical, and contextual data.

Facebook boasts one of the world’s most 

.

AppLovin has built a strong content portfolio as well as a large userbase via various in-house 

studios and acquisitions, such as , , , , and 

.

AppLovin continues to bolster its mobile ad 

network business via M&A activity, having 

acquired mobile attribution company in 

February 2021.

Zynga is strengthening the walls of its content fortress via M&A. Zynga acquired game studios 

, , , , and more recently , the studio 

behind Golf Rival. Now, , creating a cross-platform content fortress.

In May 2021, Zynga bought mobile monetization 

firm .

Tencent publishes more than active mobile 

games across China’s app stores. Its game 

revenues account for almost of the 

Chinese games market.

Tencent’s businesses cover , 

( , , and 

), , and in 

China. reported *.

Tencent operates its own successful ad service 

in China, .

ByteDance is building a strong content 

portfolio via games studios acquisitions such as 

, , , and .

ByteDance reported 

by 2022 across 

all its products.

ByteDance owns ad platform , which 

leverages TikTok/Douyin’s userbase. Pangle also 

owns its own ad mediation platform.

* MAU data as of Q2 2021.
Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023
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38%

62%

In-game advertising is becoming a viable alternative for AAA titles to generate revenue
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The market is shifting, so now might be a better time to play with hybrid 

strategies. Here are some reasons why: 

Advertising exchanges are automated, saving time on both sides

Almost every player and every game is online

Brand marketers are sold on the power of gaming to reach people

Advertisers need a new channel to reach (young) audiences

Free-to-play games on PC and console are a mainstay, but F2P

monetization might be challenged during economic uncertainty

AAA players will be less receptive to watching ads in exchange for

rewards than in mobile gaming.

It’s important that

Options that fit these

requirements best are:

Ad-based subscription tiers offer cheaper monthly costs but come

with the occasional ad.

Blended ads that, if designed properly, integrate seamlessly into

the gaming experience

Rewarded ads that give users extra incentives (in-game rewards)

for clicking on or watching an ad within a game or app

50%50%54%
46%

Console payer share

PC payer share

Mobile payer share

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023
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Fair competition, consumer protection, privacy, and open marketplaces will continue to be topics

26

Regulators are increasingly involving themselves in the game

industry.

The Microsoft-Activision deal will continue to be a key story in

2023, with Microsoft expected to make additional concessions

before the deal.

Apple will have to allow third-party app stores and payment

processors in selected markets, but this may not cause a seismic

shift in the mobile market.

China will start easing regulatory pressure in 2023, giving more

opportunities for domestic and international game companies to

break into this market, with a few game licenses likely to be

granted to small and medium companies rather than game giants.

Source: ©Newzoo | Games Market Reports & Forecasts | January 2023

The relationship between regulators and the industry does not

have to be contentious and could lead to more protections for

young gamers, as well as grants for local gaming companies in the

EU.

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022

Imported GamesDomestic Games

By National Press and Publication Administration (NPPA) | *As of October 2022 





Data. Research. Consulting.
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